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LEGACIES
Have
you considered
supporting the work of the Church through
Wax
candles,
votive lights,
the ACS after your death?
grave lights, altar breads,
The money
received
from gifts in wills is the life blood of the Society, helping to
wine,
incense,
charcoal,
put priests in parishes, supporting the Church for many years to come.
all keenly priced like a
If youknown
would like
to make a bequest to the ACS please use the following form of
well
retailer.
wording in your Last Will and Testament.
We are never knowingly
“I give and bequeath to the Additional Curates Society and it’s work care of the
under
Generalsold.
Secretary, 16 Commercial Street, Birmingham B1 1RS
the sum of £_______________________________
(Instead of naming any particular amount of money you can express a wish that a
certain fraction of your estate should be applied to the work of the ACS) (free from all
death or legal duties), to be applied for the purpose of the work of the Additional Curates
Society, and I declare that the receipt of the General Secretary for the time being of the
Additional Curates Society shall be sufficient discharge to my executors of the same.”
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“Be kind to one another, tender hearted, forgiving
one another, as God in Christ forgave you”
Ephesians 4:32
Like me I suspect
you often watch the
news and are full of
admiration for what I
can only call heroes
who step in, in all
sorts of emergencies
and save the day,
whether it be fire
fighters, ambulance
crew or the police.
These first
responders are without any doubt heroes, so
often nameless individuals that have made a
considerable difference in so many ways.
Recently the Church Union were doing a
series of articles on the heroes of the Anglo
Catholic faith. Such remarkable men like
Father Lowder from St Peter’s London Docks,
through to Basil Jellicoe a great Mission Priest
in Saint Mary’s, Somers Town near Euston
Station or Father Hope Patten of Walsingham.
If it were not for the likes of these and so many
others, I think it is fair to say that we would not
be where we are now. Indeed, as a
movement we might not even be in existence.
Let’s be honest as we read of their lives, things
were not perhaps as easy as we might think. I
am sure that there isn’t a single person reading
this who similarly could not mention at least
one, if not more individuals, who have been
formative in their lives, and not necessarily are
they all clergy.
At a recent vocations conference one of the
speakers asked us to think of someone who

we have admired in the faith. Someone that
we think of as a great disciple of Christ and
exemplar of mission. It was interesting to hear
about all the different people, mainly clergy,
that were mentioned. All of very different
characters and personalities.
In this edition of Good News, I would like to
suggest that we have here some modern
heroes of our faith. Individuals who have
either already responded to God’s call and
been ordained, or those in the process of
making a response and have recently been
accepted for ordination. Neither the Church
nor the world is the same as it used to be, and
all of these that you will read of have made
sacrifices to be where they are and to respond
as they have to the call of God.
Can you be a modern-day hero of the
Catholic faith in the Church of England? Do
you know of someone in your congregation or
community that might be called to the
Ministerial Priesthood? If we want to secure
our future and flourish as the Church of
England says it wants us to do, then the future
is in our hands. Join me in giving thanks as
your read about the lives of these modern
heroes, but most especially join me in also
seeking out and resourcing more heroes who
can be our first responders to the call of God
in the Church today.
With the assurance of my prayers.

Fr Darren Smith
3
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New Deacons
In this edition we are featuring the stories of some of these who were ordained
Deacon this Petertide. Please do pray for them as they grow in their service of
the Lord and as they prepare for ordination to the Priesthood.

4
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Fr Tom Crowley – St Saviour, Eastbourne
If you had told the 17 year-old me that in just
over a decade I would be working as a curate
in the Church of England my response would
have been – to put it mildly – incredulous.
With the certainty and contempt that is
common to teenage atheists, I would have
pointed out the stupidity of belief in ‘God’ –
let alone working in His Church. Yet here I
am, Assistant Curate at St Saviour’s
Eastbourne. My journey thus far has certainly
not always been an easy one, nor was it
something begun with particular joy or
enthusiasm. Even once I had embraced
Christ, and was confirmed into the Church at
21, the idea of the ministerial priesthood held
very little appeal. I was completely focussed
on my own plan to train as a commercial
lawyer – thus ensuring a future as materially
enriching as it was glamorous and exciting.
God, however, clearly had other ideas.
Despite my best intentions, my inner sense

that this was potentially a vocation to which
God was calling me, grew ever stronger until
finally – mid-way through my masters degree
– I could ignore it no longer. It was during the
next two years working as a pastoral assistant
in London churches that the scales fell from
my eyes; the sense that I was no longer
pushing back against God and His plan for me
was overwhelming. In accepting His call, I
found a peace that has never left me. I began
to understand (as I do so much more now I
am a deacon) that this is where true joy and
happiness is to be found – in letting go of my
own selfish and narrow wants and desires,
and instead submitting totally to what God
wants for me. Moreover, I know that I can
look forward to continuing this work in the
complete confidence that God will always
provide everything I need to serve Him in this
ministry – for He who promised is faithful.

Fr Yaro Walker – St Martin of Tours, Ruislip
My vocation to the priesthood was something
of a shock to my friends and family when it first
emerged, in large part because I had only just
become a Christian. Finding my faith came as
such a relief, after a time of confusion and
doubt, that quite a few onlookers thought the
associated sense of call was nothing more than
the early zeal of the over-enthusiastic convert. It
is true, the sudden explosion of enthusiasm
couldn’t last forever, but it left a flame that
would not go out. I had had some half-baked
ideas about what I could do with my life, but
there was never any passion behind them – my
call to the priesthood suddenly caused them to
melt away. My call to the priesthood gave me a
clarity and focus I had never experienced
before.
Thinking back to those early days of call, I realise
that I was influenced by hagiography more than
anything else. Dramatic histories of saints and
priests who had dedicated their entire lives to
their vocation moved me deeply and filled me
with a great desire to emulate them. I believe
this, more than anything, is the key to vocations

in the Church. Realistic
expectations and a
good working
knowledge of life in the
parish are certainly
positives (and I cannot
recommend the North
London Pastoral
Assistants scheme
enough, as terrific way
to experience this) –
however, I have never
lost my slightly romantic
attachment to the
image of the priest in
their suffering. The
great Anglo-Catholic heroes – Mackonochie,
Lowder, Jellicoe, Benson – give a fantastic
example of sacrificial ministry, and continue to
inspire me as I navigate my first months as a
clergyman.
Those months have been lovely. There has
been a lot of cake. So far I am only sacrificing
my waistline.
5
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Fr Alan Rimmer
St Mary, Tottenham
One of the surprising things I found around
the time of my deaconing - and not one that
makes for clarity of narrative, but an important
aspect of the story nonetheless - is how many
friends and relations drew on conversations
with and impressions of me that they’d had
over the last 20 years or more and which
gave them more of a sense of the inevitability
of my vocation and how it would end up than
I’ve often had. I strongly feel my faith, and
vocation within that faith, as garments into
which I’ve grown, or tapestries which have
had woven into them over the years new
threads, but threads which add to, and
embellish and throw into new light, an existing
design. And it feels remarkable (though
perhaps it oughtn’t to) to sense that God has
been at work beneath (and at times in spite
of) my conscious, intentional, life.
I had a certain idea from an early age, caught
up one Christmas at Midnight Mass in the
glory of the gospel story and its might and its
peace, that my life would somehow have to
make sense of that stable and that altar in a
bigger way than the family and friends around
me expected (or quite approved of). And
since then life’s been a negotiation with that
sense - at times deliberately suppressed or
else dimmed - but always in fact sustained (for
which I’m so grateful) by a consistent call from
God to his sacraments which in turn of course
have enabled a more articulate conviction in
how, in particular, I was called to serve him.
Of course I’ve made a great deal of mistakes
along the way, but the other remarkable
sense over the last few months has been a
growth in that intense conviction that nothing
has been wasted, that even in those mistakes
and frustrations and scuppered plans God has
been there, and through them brought me to
where I need to be now, and given me the
peace to continue the journey.
6
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Fr Angus Beattie
St Mary, South Ruislip
I was originally raised in the Church of Scotland and went to Sunday school until my
later teenage years when I drifted away from regular attendance; however that did
not in any way impact upon my faith or belief in God and his Son Jesus Christ.
When I joined the British Army as a soldier I underwent a number of fairly
traumatic experiences, however it was through the help and support of
the wonderful military Chaplains that I managed to emerge and
overcome the psychological impact of the events.
It was in the Army that I got my first sense of being called by God
through conversations with the Army Chaplaincy. Although at
that time I wasn’t fully sure what vocation I was being called to.
After surviving a number of dangerous escapades I left the
Army with an injury: I had spent a number of months in
hospital learning to walk again and during this time I started to
feel a stronger sense of God’s calling upon me and slowly
started to explore it more. My mother kept telling me that she
sensed God was calling me to become a Priest. I thought at the
time that this was simply what she wanted for me and put it down
to my mum’s best of intentions for me.
I enrolled in a local college and gained some A levels which
allowed me to go to University where I studied Russian and
Spanish and got to live abroad for a couple of years which was
profoundly impactful. This led to me training to be a
teacher which is what I assumed was where God
was calling me. However, after a few years of
striving to settle down I felt a sense of
restlessness and felt keenly that
God was still calling on
me.

8
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I told some friends at the time that I thought God was calling me
to ordained ministry but my friends laughed at me and said
that I was not the right sort of person to become a Priest they said I was not good enough and that my life’s journey
had been too rocky for me to even contemplate such a
thing. So, I just kept on teaching but never feeling fulfilled
and still felt filled with a hunger and a yearning.
One of the most wonderful things about God is that he
takes seemingly the most unlikely people and he raises
them up and equips them for ministry - I am living proof
of that. God clearly wanted me and so he fashioned my
life and through the intervention and prayers of so many
people he prepared me to begin life in ordained ministry.
I have always been drawn to the Catholic tradition and
having taught in many Roman Catholic Schools I was able
to be deeply drawn into the Sacraments.
I am now settling in wonderfully to Parish life and am deeply
blessed with my new training incumbent who is brilliantly
supportive along with my new Church family!

My mother kept telling
me that she sensed
God was calling me
to become
a Priest.

9
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Fr Jay Hewitt – St Mary, Barnsley
10
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My Journey to ordination began in my
childhood when I lived in the United States
of America. I was brought up in the Baptist
tradition in a devout and strict protestant
household. Attendance at church on
Sundays and daily prayer were an
obligatory part of family life. This formed
within me a very serious and disciplined
disposition towards prayer, worship and
scripture. On reflection my Baptist
childhood was the planting of a seed which
would grow to a calling toward Holy
Orders in the Church of God.
It was at the age of 14 that I had a
conversion to the Catholic tradition. This
occurred as the result of a class trip to our
local parish church. I was overwhelmed by
the atmosphere of such an ancient place of
worship. It was filled with images of the
saints and beautiful Victorian stain glass.
However, what I was most transfixed by
and at the same time felt spiritually drawn
to was the High Altar not knowing at the
time what was in the tabernacle. It was an
incredible and confusing experience which
challenged my then protestant views of
what church is. It also ignited a curiosity to
discover more. Sometime later I decided
to go to the parish mass on Sunday during
which I fell completely in love with the
Mass and liturgical worship. It enabled me
to reflect and contemplate God in a more
grounded way. This had the profound
effect of deepening my relationship with
Christ and listening to that still small voice.
I soon began serving at the Altar and having
Confirmation Classes after school. After
being deemed ready and I was Confirmed
on the 17th of November 2001 in
Norwich Cathedral and have never looked
backed.

In later years it was the inspiration and
direction of my Spiritual Fathers that
enforced and confirmed my sense of call.
Despite my successful working life as
Business Manager in the cosmetic industry
for Tom Ford I couldn’t shake off my sense
of calling to the Priesthood. I loved my job
and life very much, though I knew God
wanted something else for me. This call
was tested a lot over my journey,
correlating with the ups and downs of my
live. However, it was during seminary that
it was the most tested. I still quite can’t
believe I made it and I must commend the

I loved my job and life
very much, though I
knew God wanted
something else for me
completion of my academic training
entirely to the intercessions of the Blessed
Virgin. Without Her prayers and those the
saints I wouldn’t have found the motivation
to write all those essays! Prayer is the most
important thing when you are at seminary.
To anyone who is starting their training this
year, take full advantage of the time you are
given for prayer.
I can only describe the weeks since my
ordination as: “It all feels as natural as
breathing.” There is a certainty and
rightness in what I’ve done and in what I
am doing. All my past trials and tribulations
make sense through the lens of my
ordination. I can reflect back and see the
thread of God’s love and purpose
throughout my life. It is also a new
beginning which I find very exciting.
11
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Fr Mike Still – St Mary, Kenton
Although I was ordained at the age of 55,
on looking back I suspect that God was
calling me, although rather quietly, from my
late teens. At this time I fell rather easily
into university (Computer Science), and an
initial career in industry (software research).
An offer to enter teaching at Quainton Hall
School came 24 years ago, and I thus
became involved in helping to run the
Chapel there alongside the ordained
chaplains at that time. Having taken over as
Lay Chaplain about 6 years ago, it became
increasingly clear (to myself and colleagues)

On the hottest day of June,
the ordination of 5 deacons
in St Andrew’s, Holborn
was wonderful
that I seemed to be being called for
ordained ministry. Thus I embarked on the
pre-selection journey and, supported by
the Fulham vocations group, I progressed
through the system to recommendation.
Remaining as a full-time teacher in outer
London, the only sensible course was the
part-time Diploma (Common Awards) run
by St Mellitus College. Although it
originated from the HTB stable, the college
claimed to be welcoming to all traditions.
During the 3 years it was indeed able to
provide an insight to the full breadth of
worship styles and churchmanship across
the Church of England, while allowing
those of my tradition to feel included (and
allowed to flourish).
12

On the hottest day of June, the ordination
of 5 deacons in St Andrew’s, Holborn was
wonderful, and I felt so supported by the
prayers and attendance of friends and
colleagues (including friends I have known
since my birth!). Straight into the Parish (St
Mary the Virgin, Kenton) on the next day,
and then a final week of term back in
school where most of the children started
calling me “Mister… Father Mike”. They’ll
soon get used to it in September!
In the first months after ordination I have
had the joy of acting as Deacon at
Walsingham and Clerkenwell as well as in a
local parish – everyone tells me that the
Deacon’s year is going to be fun – it
certainly has started well!
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Fr William Hamilton-Box
St Luke, Uxbridge Road
Despite growing up in and around Church, I
had no aspirations, desire, or wished in any
what so ever to be ordained. I enjoyed
singing in the choir but the churchy part
wasn’t for me. However, at the age of 22 I
was asked to sing at the Edington Festival,
and a sermon preached there by Fr
McGeary made me seriously rethink. As a
result of this I spent two years in Parish
Placements in London, in my first year I was
with Fr Peter Anthony, where I was
supported by the ACS. I learnt how to serve
Mass, I did my first pastoral visits, I said my
prayers, and all the other humdrum activity
that comes out of being in a Parish. A year
further exploring my vocation at Holy Trinity
Stroud Green came next, followed by three
years at Theological College, and then being
made Deacon.
It seems a long cry away from how I was at
22. How does it feel? Well, it felt and still
does feel a little surreal. At the ordination
service the weather was ludicrously hot, and

so lying on the floor during the litany was
wonderful in more ways than one. Lying
listening to the litany of the saints, felt so
powerful and between kindness and
support. The kindness support shown by
the people who came was overwhelming.
The first few weeks in post were
exhausting- adjusting to a new rhythm of life,
being looked at differently walking along the
street in a cassock. It has been a splendid
few months in which I have learnt much
about myself, about a parish, and how my
local community works. I have met many
new people in the worshiping community,
but equally in the Parish who spot me and
want to talk, including the people who own
the business around Church, most of whom
are Islamic. I have taken up Fives due to
local clergy influence (Fives is a racquet
sport) and played cricket for the diocese. To
anyone who thinks this isn’t for them, I
would say be open to God speaking to you
in a way you do not expect.

13
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Fr Jamie Franklin
St George-in-the-Meadows, Nottingham
I grew up in a Christian household but
found faith for myself when I was at
university around the age of nineteen. I
became involved in a local, charismatic
evangelical church and was from the first
very enthusiastic. As my faith grew over the
years I always felt a sense of attraction to
and interest in the church. I felt that really
the only thing I was particularly interested in
was the church and being involved in
ministry. Eventually this sense of enthusiasm
led me to work for the University and
College Christian Fellowship and as a
student pastor in Winchester. But as time
went on I felt that there was more for me
to explore in the Christian world. This led
me to go back to university to complete an
MA in Theology at King's College London
and, after a period, to become an Anglican.
My vocational journal towards ordination
began formally at this point, as I started
meeting with a vocational advisor.
Significant for me during this period was a
year that I spent working as a verger at
Winchester Cathedral. This was my first
exposure to historic, Christian worship,
which I found immediately enjoyable and
attractive. After this time I was fortunate
enough to be admitted to the University of
Oxford to begin my DPhil in systematic
theology and, a year later, the diocese of
Winchester sent me for ordination training,
which I completed at Ripon College
Cuddesdon.
During these few years, my understanding
of ecclesiology was growing and I began to
be more convinced that a Catholic
interpretation of Anglicanism was the most

theologically compelling and rich. My time
at Cuddesdon was interesting and gave me
the time and the space to think these things
through, so I am very grateful to the
college.
I was ordained deacon this year at the end
of July at a service at St George in The
Meadows with Fr Michael Vyse being
ordained priest in the same service. Bishop
Glyn ordained me and I am grateful to him

As my faith grew over the
years I always felt a sense
of attraction to and interest
in the church.
for his words during his homily, during
which he spoke of the need that the world
has for deacons and priests.
The way that I would characterise my
developing sense of calling is to say that I
came to believe deeply that the Lord has
simply made me as a human being to
function in this way, to be interested in the
Church and theology, and to want to
devote my time thinking about these things
and being around them. I have never
worried about giving anything up in order
to do this because this is all I have ever
wanted to do. I am excited about what the
future holds for me and my family, and we
look forward to it with hope and trust in
God's providence.
15 15
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Those starting training
Philip Garrett
I am Philip, a 36 year old
married father of two. I have
had a varied working career,
working in a warehouse, for
West Midlands Police,
Sandwell Council and most
recently as a house husband.
Following my Bishop’s
Advisory Panel in July, I am
due to start training at the
Queen’s Foundation in
Birmingham this autumn.
The discernment process has
been a real journey so far and I
can’t wait to begin the next
stage of it.

Andrew Bailey
I am Andrew and I have been working as a
manager for Hotel Chocolate and alongside my
work, I have been involved as a pastoral assistant at
St Philip, Tottenham. I am starting my training at St
Stephen’s House, where I am looking forward to
exploring Biblical Studies.
16
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Please pray for all those who are starting their training for the
priesthood this autumn, including the folloiwng people:

Tony
At 48yrs old I never thought I would be looking at theological colleges for
priesthood training. Since a young age I've had a feeling that God was calling me to
work for him but I thought who am I, I am a nobody so I kept putting it to the
back of my mind, I was running away.
As my life rolled on God kept tugging at my heart, constantly nagging
me, but as an uneducated gardener I kept telling myself it was a
ridiculous idea, me being a priest. However at a pilgrimage to
Walsingham God came through loud and clear and I
couldn't hide any longer, I stopped running and offered
myself to Him, but I told Him if you really want me then
you open the doors I knock upon and here I am,
looking at St Stephen's House theological college for
training at 48, if I can do it, YOU can!!

17
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Warren
Mitchell

Tim Davies
I am Tim and I have been recommended to train for the
priesthood, following my Bishop’s Advisory Panel in Woking. After
graduating from University last year, I got a job in a local civil
engineering company. I will begin my training in 2020 and so will
be looking for a theological college very soon! I am excited to take
the next step in my vocation and being with my fellow ordinands in
faith and fun.

James Walton
My name is James, and I have
been a HGV mechanic since I left
school at 16. For the past 3
years, I have been studying
theology part-time at Queen’s
Foundation, Birmingham. This
autumn I start my training at St
Stephen’s House and I am
looking forward to the
opportunities that will arise on
the way.

My name is Warren,
I am 49 years old
and am currently
employed as
a compliance
engineer in
telecommunications.
I begin my training
at Mirfield this
September, I am a
little nervous about
entering formal
education again after
so many years.
However, the college
and everyone
throughout my
journey have been
extremely supportive.
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Jonathan Roberts
Hi, I’m Jonathan. I’m 38 years old and since the age of 19 I’ve
been working in the travel industry. I started as a holiday rep in
the Canary Islands and for the last 17 years I’ve worked as a
flight attendant. I believe God used this time for me to
encounter many life changing experiences, giving me many
skills that I couldn’t learn through study. I start my studies in
September at The College Of The Resurrection, Mirfield. I’m
looking forward to living and worshipping
alongside the monastic community,
enhancing spirituality and my formation.
I was anxious at first as I haven’t
studied for 20 years, however the
tutors at Mirfield were extremely
reassuring and offered a
pathway of study to enhance
my skills. Any worries or
concerns I placed before God
and He has done the rest.

19
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Gift Aid declaration for past, present & future donations
THE ADDITIONAL CURATES SOCIETY 16 Commercial Street, Birmingham B1 1RS

Please treat as Gift Aid donations all qualifying gifts of money made
today

in the past 4 years

in the future

Please tick all boxes you wish to apply.
I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of
Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.
Donor’s details

Please notify the charity or CASC if you:

Title............. First name or initial(s)..........................

Want to cancel this declaration

Surname.................................................................

Change your name or home address

Full home address ...................................................

No longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or
capital gains.

...............................................................................
..............................................Postcode...................
Date........................................................................
Signature .................................................................

If you pay Income Tax at the higher or additional rate and want
to receive the additional tax relief due to you, you must include
all your Gift Aid donations on your Self Assessment tax return or
ask HM Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code.

BANKER’S ORDER (please use capital letters)
To (Name & Address of your own Bank) ............................................................................................
............................................................................Postcode ..............................................................
PLEASE PAY:
Bank of Scotland, 55 Temple Row, Birmingham B2 5LS Your Bank Account No:
Bank Sort Code: 12-05-65 • Account No: 06074410
....................................................................
for the credit of the Additional Curates Society
The sum of £ ........................(amount in figures)
(amount in words) ............................................................................................................................
on ....................................................................and thereafter on the same day of each month/year
for ....................................................................years/or until I cancel it in writing.
Signature ..........................................................Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Revd/etc) ................................
Address..............................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................Postcode......................................................
IMPORTANT
If you are signing a Gift Aid Declaration and wish to pay by Banker’s Order,
please complete the above and return to:
ADDITIONAL CURATES SOCIETY, 16 Commercial Street, Birmingham B1 1RS
Thank you for supporting the work of ACS
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